Millennium Anion Relaxed Bed with Oxygen Series

Best Come

Relax all the pressure
of your body.
The best care for
your health.

Make comfort more perfect

Fully
Supported

Relaxed
without
reaction
force

Millennium Anion Relaxed Bed with Oxygen Series
Emerald Series 33 cm
Anion mattress with far infrared & oxygen

5 X 6.2 ft. (Standard Twin Bed)
6 X 6.2 ft. (Large)
6 X 7 ft. (Extra Large)

*Bedside & bedstead are not included.

*20 years warranty

High-Tech anion pillow
with far infrared.
Male : 11.5 X 36 X 58cm
Female : 9 X 36 X 58cm

Princes Series 25 cm

Royal Series 20 cm

Anion mattress with far infrared & oxygen

Anion mattress with far infrared & oxygen

3.5 X 6.2 ft. (Standard Single Bed)
5 X 6.2 ft. (Standard Twin Bed)
6 X 6.2 ft. (Large)
6 X 7 ft. (Extra Large)

*15 years warranty

Breathable Mattress

Millennium Anion Relaxed Bed
with Oxygen
Revitalize your body with comfort as sleep.

Touch your body & stay with comfortable all the time!

3.5 X 6.2 ft. (Standard Single Bed)
5 X 6.2 ft. (Standard Twin Bed)
6 X 6.2 ft. (Large)
6 X 7 ft. (Extra Large)

*15 years warranty

Every bed contains electronic potential therapeutic device.

High-Tech Anion pillow with far
infrared
Male : 11.5 x 36 x 58 cm
Female : 9 x 36 x 58 cm

No
interference

Constant
Temperature
& Breathable

Highly
Stability

Advantages of Millennium Relaxed Bed
1. Decrease the interference :
To avoid turning over or get up action to affect the other’s sleep.
2. Do not get too hard to get up or stand up :
General memory foam’s sticky characteristic may tend to make the body get
more difficulties as turn over or get up. As the muscle over reaction, it will cause
sleep sensitivity. Bayer high-tech viscoelastic foam could make the body’s
muscle and spine to achieve balance without pressure even if the body moves,
the foam will immediately fill the gap to support the body.
3. Body and the mattress into one :
As the body and foam contact, it will release and balance the pressure immediately. Also, it will support and distribute the pressure at the same time. ( because
of the constant temperature characteristics) The general foam usually needs to
wait until the body and the foam contact for a while to reach the efficacy.
4. Stabilize & Protect the spine :
The spine is the body of the central nervous system. All the nerves are through
the spine to the body to transfer signals to the organs. As sleep, the foam can
produce a delicate balance of the body, the spine and muscle can get a moderate rest, so that the pressure of foam will be completely relaxed.
5. Do not deformed & collapse :
After a long period of time to prove, Bayer’s viscoelastic foam has sufficient body
strength and tensile strength. (with test report) It can be used for a long time of
compression, and the deformation, size issues will not be happened.
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